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Trace metals and halogens at the
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Our 1973-1974 work consisted of setting up an air
sampling van at South Pole Station and collecting
atmospheric aerosol samples during the austral summer. The field party included Messrs. Gene Mroz,
University of Maryland, Robert Lorens, University of
Rhode Island, Robert Byrne, University of Rhode
Island, David Cole, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
and Dr. Fletcher and Mr. Cahill.
The first task was to get the van and all the
pumps, filters, and associated equipment to South
Pole Station, and to assemble the sampling station.
This took much time since cargo for the construction
of the new South Pole Station had top airplane
priority. All of our equipment arrived at the South
Pole in early December 1973. A site about one-quarter
kilometer northeast of South Pole Station was chosen
for the sampling van. At this location the van would
be well upwind of all local contamination from bulldozers, generators, and airplanes.
The van is specially designed for air sampling. A
4-meter intake stack goes into the building and joins
a manifold with nine fittings. Each fitting can be
used for a different filter or collection system, thus
allowing parallel sampling for up to nine collectors.
Because of the low particle concentration in the South
Pole atmosphere, contamination always is a potentially
serious problem. Several precautions were taken to
avoid any possible contamination of the filters. The
pumps are connected to an anemometer in such a
120

way that if the wind comes out of a direction other
than a preselected direction (generally 00 to 900E.)
they will automatically shut down. The pumps will
reactivate only when the wind returns to the preselected sector. Since the particle concentration is
quite low (50 to 150 particles per cubic centimeter),
any large increase in particle counts is indicative of
local contamination. A condensation nucleus counter
is connected to the power distribution system sc that
if the number of condensation nuclei exceeds a ]naximum value (.-'400 particles per cubic centimeter)
the pumps will cease operation. They automacally
will reactivate when the number of condentjon
nuclei falls back to normal levels. In addition, a :lean
bench has been installed for changing samples, handling filters, and any other sampling equipmeit or
samples that must be kept away from dust.
On December 12, Dr. Fletcher relieved Mssrs.
Mroz, Byrne, Lorens, and Cole who had ben at
South Pole Station since December 1. There were
four experiments being conducted at that time The
first consisted of collecting air particulate samps on
four filters. Two of the filters (Whatman rnnber
41) were mounted on 10- by 20- by 24-centieter
in-line polyethylene filter holders. The seconi two
filters were polystyrene (Delbag) that used theame
type of filter holders. The four filter sampleswere
collected for approximately 10 days using high vume
hurricane pumps.
I
The second experiment was designed to mea ure
gaseous and particulate halogen concentrations.
Gaseous species were collected on activated cha coal
after particles had been removed by either an ele trostatic precipitator or two 47-millimeter nude ore
filters that also were to collect particulates for hal gen
analyses.
The third experiment was to measure the size
distribution of particulate samples with a 6-s age
cascade impactor (Scientific Advances). The impactor
separates particles onto polycarbonate surfaces by
aerodynamic sizing. These samples will be used for
chemical analysis and for scanning elec ron
microscopy.
The fourth experiment attempted to measure the
concentration of chlorinated hydrocarbons and he vy
molecular weight hydrocarbons in the antarctic at osphere. The samples were collected outside the vanon
20- by 25-centimeter glass fiber filters with two p lyurethane foam plugs for gaseous species.
On January 11, 1974, Mr. Cahill relieved r.
Fletcher. A new experiment was initiated to meas ire
R in the atmosphere. Samples were
levels of 222
collected for 20 minutes to an hour on Gelman g ass
fiber filters. The samples were counted for the st ort
R daughters. Very low levels were fo nd
lived 222
during all sampling periods. On February 13, the an
ANTARCTIC JOURN

was Isecured and relocated outside of South Pole
Statin for next season's activity.
This research was supported by the National Science l Foundation grants Gv-33335 and Gx-33777.
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Ir January 1974, the University of Wyoming atmosphe ic physics group conducted stratospheric aerosol
sou dings from McMurdo and South Pole stations.
Thre soundings each were made for 2 consecutive
years at the South Pole, and two soundings each were
made for consecutive years at McMurdo. In addition
to Aerosol detectors, the balloon sounding package
measured ozone concentration, water vapor concentration, temperature, pressure, and winds. These other
parameters frequently provide secondary or supporting information necessary for correct interpretations
of 2terosol profiles. A short description of the instrumerit and of some of its features has been presented
elsewhere (Hofmann et al., 1973).
The January 1974 aerosol profiles are shown in
fig. 1. These data imply that there is very little difference in the general profile of stratospheric aerosols between McMurdo and the South Pole over the
perod of these soundings. The repeatability of the
antarctic soundings is consistent with the large amount
of lata collected in the Northern Hemisphere, which
indicates a quasi-stationary profile during the summer.
During the same period soundings were made from
Au tralia. The results of these soundings will constitute
a crude latitude survey of stratospheric aerosol in the
So,ithern Hemisphere. Comparing such data with statistically more significant data in the Northern Hemisphere will give a rough picture of the global nature
of this important stratospheric constituent. Such an
analysis has been done for data collected during the
19Y2.-1973 austral summer; the results show that the
ispheres are very similar during their respectw hem
tivesummers.
Aerosol profiles obtained during three successive
au tral summers are shown in fig. 2. There appears to
be a progressively decreasing concentration in the 80to I300-millibar layer, with the biggest drop occurring
diring the last year. The aerosol concentration in the
3O to 80-millibar layer, however, remains relatively
constant. At this altitude interval the spread in values
July—August 1974
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Figure 1. The profiles of aerosol concentration for particles .3 Am
and larger. The identification of the soundings is as follows, reading from left to right at the 65-millibar level: McMurdo (January
31, 1974), South Pole (January 25), McMurdo (January 15). The
tropopausb level is at about 295 millibars at McMurdo and 315
millibars at the South Pole. The curved lines are mixing ratios in
units of number per milligram of air.

for the 3 consecutive years is about the same as that
for soundings conducted very close in time (fig. 1).
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Figure 2. The vertical profile of aerosols during 3 consecutive
years at the South Pole. The dates of the soundings are as
follows, reading from left to right at the 150-millibar level:
January 25, 1974, January 16, 1973, January 24, 1972. The
curved lines are mixing ratios in units of number per milligram air.
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